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Problem description

The Quantum Information course offered to the masters and PhD students

at the Niels Bohr institute until 2016, was designed approximately ten years

back. It was created to educate students in the basics of quantum informa-

tion sciences. The course covers a wide variety of topics with a good bal-

ance between theoretical concepts and applications. However, over the past

decade the field of quantum information have advanced substantially, and

has become quite interdisciplinary. Furthermore, newer physical systems

and technology has been developed to implement information processing

at atomic levels. As such updating the course with some of the latest mate-

rial and concepts is warranted. It is also necessary, to maintain the quality

of the course at a standard, comparable to that offered in other top univer-

sities in Europe and North America. As such, in addition to including new

material one needs to also re-define the intended learning outcomes (ILOs)

of the course, which are even, not well aligned to the present version of the

course .

Course structure

The course NFYK13005U Quantum Information is an elective course of 7.5

ECTS points offered to masters students and beginning PhDs. The course

aims at teaching students how to implement information processing (com-

munication, computation, measurements, etc.) more efficiently by exploit-
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ing the principals of quantum mechanics. Generally, there are 20-25 stu-

dents in the course among which about a fourth, are pursuing PhDs in topics

related to quantum information science. Quantum mechanics and advanced

quantum mechanics is a pre-requisite to this course. It is quite helpful to

have some exposure to laser physics and/or quantum optics though not ne-

cessary.

Intended learning outcomes (ILOs)

The course description (kurser.ku.dk) breaks the ILOs of the course into

three broad areas, skills, knowledge, and competences (see Appendix A). In

general the ILOs are well laid but not necessarily aligned to the course. For

example, according to the skill sets, the students are supposed to be able to

discuss how decoherence and imperfection appears. In practise though the

course lacks substantially in this parts of the skill set. Furthermore, when

we introduce new systems and technological aspects of the field, the ILO

will become even less aligned. The competence aspect of the course to some

extent is sound. Finally, as for knowledge, the course lacks in providing the

students with it in several areas. I will discuss this in detail later in section 3.

A substantial part of this misalignment comes from the fact that the course

has not been updated to reflect the later developments in the subject.

Learning activities and instructor’s responsibility

The course has two instructors, with me being one of them. The workload is

equally divided among the course instructors. A typical week involves 3 (4

x 0.75) Hrs of lectures, 3 (4 x 0.75) Hrs of exercise solving sessions (given

about a week in advanced to the students who are supposed to have tried to

solve it already) guided by the instructors, and 1.5 (2 x 0.75) Hrs of journal

paper discussion (papers are also given to students one week in advance).

The exercises are typically made at a level 1 of pedagogical teaching (Her-

ron, 1971; Tamir, 1989). The weekly bulletin in course homepage gives

brief summary of the different teaching learning activities that will be un-

dertaken in that week, and contains links to course material, exercises and

journal articles. This is typically uploaded one week in advance.

Assessment

Assessment for the course is done by an oral exam of 0.5 Hr by instructor

and one censor (internal). There is no feedback on exercises (except during
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the solving sessions) and nothing from the exercises or article reading and

discussion directly contribute towards the evaluation of the final grade for

the course.

Constructive alignment

I will discuss the issues with the course in terms of the constructive align-

ment model put forward by Bigg’s (Rienecker, Jørgensen, Dolin, & In-

gerslev, 2015). This model suggest that for optimal student learning the

ILOs, should be aligned with the learning activities, and the assessment. As

pointed our before, there are issues with the ILO’s. To discuss this issues I

will also follow two perspectives, namely the students perspective and the

colleague perspective. Before going into further discussions, I should men-

tion that the ILOs were written before I had any pedagogical training and

any knowledge of its importance. The course ILOs were just a follow up

from an old version, that my senior colleague who used to teach this course

alone had.

Students perspective: The ILOs for the course is not optimal. Let me

now discuss the primary reasons behind this judgement. I believe we have

way too much information in the ILOs which to certain extent is a bit vague

also. For example, we write, “discuss how decoherence and imperfections

appear and influence experiments and know how to describe it in terms of

the density matrix”. In reality we actually only partially follow this in class.

It is actually quite hard to discuss this topic without going into details. Thus,

certain part of it also becomes vague. I have observed while teaching how

much students struggle to grasp this concept.

The ILOs to certain extent speak about student building some under-

standing about experimental implementation. It is impossible to achieve

this as both of us (the instructors of this course) are theoretician. Even

though we discuss some experimental papers as a part of the course the stu-

dent not necessarily build up the required expertise from this. The course is

heavily biased, as far as choice of physical systems for implementation of

quantum information protocols are concerned. We have completely ignored

the solid state quantum computing and information stuff. This currently ac-

count for almost 40% of the field. The ILOs do not acknowledge this fact. It

also unnecessarily favours students with quantum optics background, when

it is not a requirement for the course.
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Finally, we talk about students learning quantum cryptography and er-

ror corrections, when in practise we can hardly accommodate these topics

due to time constraints. We end up giving students some flavour of these

topics which by no mean can help them gain expertise. I will however say

that the learning activities that we employ for this course in the form of

lectures, exercises and journal article discussion sessions are to some ex-

tent adequate and well linked to each other. They are done in a way so that

the concept introduced in the class becomes clearer while doing the exer-

cise. Furthermore, the students get the feel of the state of art in the field by

reading some latest journal article.

As for assessment, we have an oral exam for about 30 mins for each stu-

dent where we check for whether they acquired the expected skills or not.

My observation is that, this assessment scheme is suitable to the students

who have previous exposure to this kind of a examination scheme. In gen-

eral it proves to be very challenging to students (typically internationals)

who have never before participated in a similar exam. Hence in its current

form the assessment is biased towards certain groups of students.

Colleague perspective: There are two instructors for the quantum in-

formation course, I am accompanied by another senior colleague. He was

the one who was teaching this course all by himself before and had created

the ILOs for the course. Currently we share jointly the responsibility of the

course with the total workload equally shared. However, for the material of

the course like lectures and exercises we use a lot of the stuff that he had

created earlier. During the course, we have some meetings with an objec-

tive to build coherence in the course. However, there are certain key issues

regarding this that I will discuss next.

My colleague is a bit conservative regarding making any drastic change

to the course. From several years of teaching experience, he judges the

course to be well tuned. Even though he acknowledges the problems with

ILOs but seems to prefer little change at a time. Having much less teaching

experience, I am also not fully confident in its outcome and hence also find

it is difficult to convince him in these regards.

The course material and the exercises are tuned to his way of teach-

ing which is not necessarily same as mine. This create some issues for me

when I am trying to validate certain task. For example, I become unsure

of the boundaries to which we go, while discussing a question. Finally, my

colleague is an awesome teacher and have vast (more than 10 years) peda-

gogical experience, as such I find it difficult to match his insight on student
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learning experience. This then concerns me, as to whether students are get-

ting the required and relevant understanding on the topics I am teaching.

Proposed solutions

It is evident from the above analysis that there are several areas of improve-

ment to create better constructive alignment for the course. To start with,

one needs to address the issues in the ILOs. In brief we itemize the issues

with the course and their possible solutions below.

1. Need to write a new ILO which should be more concise and a truthful

reflection of what students should expect to achieve from the course.

2. Introduce new course material for solid state quantum computing and

decoherence. This topics are crucial for implementation of quantum

information protocols and hence needs more weightage than currently

given.

3. Modify assessment method to better judge the skill acquired by student

in the course. Since the course does not have huge enrolment, a possible

solution can be to introduce a writing assignment like a short report

on topics covered in the course in addition to exam and put 25-30%

weightage of the final grade on this.

4. Build better synergy between the instructors by having in-depth discus-

sion about what will be covered and how will it be done.

5. The ownership of course material and assignments should be equally

shared between the instructors.

Re-designing the course: Implementation

Phase -1: Discussion with senior colleague and restructuring the
project.

Before the beginning of the course in block 4 of 2017, I had a detail discus-

sion about the above listed issues and the possible solutions, with my senior

colleague. He was quite supportive of my proposals. However, due to uni-

versity policy on timeline (about two year in advance) of updating ILOs we
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decided to keep the same ILOs as 2016 while including additional infor-

mation on the course home page for the students. We agreed on designing

new ILOs for future. He also agreed upon including new material, but in a

gradual form. We decided to include course material on solid state quan-

tum information and computation for 2017 and kept for 2018, the required

changes on the topics of decoherence.

He realized the importance of co-ownership in course material and as-

signments. But suggested that we should consider a gradual process in this

regards. My understanding is that from his years of experience in teaching,

he fears a complete derailment of the course, if this process is implemented

suddenly. I appreciate his input in this regards and have started to gradu-

ally build my own material and exercises. One thing that we both found

necessary was bring some new challenges nin the learning process for the

students. For this we plan for example to introduce some open end problem

sets for the course to be given in 2018. We also agreed on building a better

synergy between us by having detail meetings for preparation of lectures

and assignments. Since he knew that I am undertaking the KNUD course,

we agreed that in a few of the lectures and assignment sessions I will test

some of the pedagogical methods.

Unfortunately, we struck an impasse on the issue of assessment. My

colleague even though understood my concern, however he is also of the

feeling that oral exam is the optimal method of a assessment given the

number of students and the time frame for exam. However, he did agree

to create a standard questionnaire for the final exam that may be followed

by us in the oral exam to judge the skill of students starting 2018. I am not

fully satisfied with this solution and is still looking for a better method of

assessment for this course.

Phase-2: Discussion with Pedagogical supervisors.

I discussed with the pedagogical supervisors about the changes that will

be implemented in the course and the methods of teaching that will be

used. I gave them the new course materials in terms of lecture notes, as-

signments and some articles that will be introduced in the course of 2017

for discussion. I also told them that I planned to use different pedagogi-

cal methods in adherence to the theory of didactical situation. In particular

I considered standard lecture, peer review with group work and inductive

teaching and learning. The supervisors showed lots of encouragement and

gave vital inputs in pre-supervision meetings like, whether the newly in-
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troduced material are readable or not, how to make standard lectures more

interactive, how much material should one consider in sense of time for

inductive teaching and so.

Phase-3: Execution

As part of course re-designing, I implemented the following in the NFYK13005U
Quantum Information course that I taught in block 4 of the academic year
2016/2017,

1. Prepared weekly summaries of what will be covered in the following

week and published it in the course webpage along with reading mate-

rial and exercises for students. In this way, we were able to better align

the ILOs with the teaching activities (see Appendix B).

2. Included new reading material on solid state qubits for students to learn

how these qubits are engineered and what can be done in quantum in-

formation.

3. Included new reading materials on how to make solid state quantum

logic gates.

4. Included new reading materials on quantum algorithms.

5. Included two new lectures on solid state quantum information process-

ing (see Appendix C).

6. Included new exercises on the physics of solid state qubits and on solid

state quantum gates (see Appendix D).

7. Included two new research articles for discussion. The objective here

was to make students understand the practical implementation of con-

cepts of quantum information like creation of entanglement and mak-

ing quantum logic gates using solid state qubits (see Appendix E).

8. Gave comments on several other exercises to co-instructor and helped

him in improving their structure and explanation.

9. Implemented new methodologies for teaching like formative feedback,

peer reviewing and inductive teaching (Black, Harrison, & Lee, 2003;

Boud & Falchikov, 2006; Liu & Carless, 2006; Hounsell, 2008; Prince

& Felder, 2006; McDermott, n.d.).

10. Created and used a questionnaire with some particular set of important

questions for the final oral exam to help judge the skills of students.
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Re-designing the course: Outcome

Aligning the ILOs with advanced summary of the coming week

The students appreciated this and felt that it helped them to prepare them-

selves for the material to be presented in the week. Also it gave them a

clearer idea about what to expect from the course.

New course material and lectures

Students very much appreciated introduction of the new topic on solid state

quantum information and computation. They however gave some crucial

feedback that will help us to improve the course. For example they felt that

the study material is too condensed and it is difficult for them to decipher

it completely. I also realized it while teaching and could see a clear lack

in preparation on their part. Some of them also find it difficult to connect

the different inherent concepts on this topics due to lack of a more general

introduction (see Appendix F).

As for the new material on quantum algorithms they were quite satisfied

and enjoyed it. However, they did not like my inductive teaching and learn-

ing method for this topic. According to pedagogical supervisors, who were

present in the session, the topic turned out to be too abstract to do in the

inductive manner. They further said that, such topics need lot of experience

of teaching to implement in the inductive method.

New exercises and execution

In general the students were satisfied with the problem set for the exercises,

the corresponding discussions on it and also on the overall execution of it.

However, they did said that the exercises where a bit hard, and also that they

expect to see a more descriptive questionnaire for such exercises. They were

critical about my approach to the discussions. Students felt that with the

goal of making the session very interactive, I was actually pushing them to

get involved in the discussions which was stressful to some (see Appendix

F).

Research article discussion

Students liked this part of the course most. They were very satisfied even

though they not necessarily understood all of the scientific article. In their
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feedback they mentioned that getting exposed to something like this was

itself a fantastic learning experience. They also appreciated very much that

very recent and relevant scientific articles were discussed. They also ap-

preciated the guidelines, that we have prepared and given them with the

articles, to help them understand them better (see Appendix F).

Assessment

The students were assessed and graded, on the skills they have built from

the course, via a final oral exam of about 30 mins per student. Of the 30

mins the students gets 2 mins for preparation on the topic they will be ex-

amed. They have 15 mins of presentation and 10 mins on general question

answers. For this exam I created a standard questionnaire to judge the po-

tential and level of expertise of the students. The oral exam was taken over

a period of two days to complete assessment of all students. During the

first day of exam, observing the effectiveness of the standard questionnaire

for student assessment, both my colleague and the sensor started using it

to judge the skill of a student. I believe in this way we were able to create

an unbiased assessment of all students. I believe as a result of this a high

percent of students (bout 68%) of the 25 students who took the final exam

got grades 7 and higher. We did agree after the exam, to further refine the

questionnaire by discussing between us before next course year.

Conclusions

In general the project on partial re-designing of the course was successful.

All the feedback and constructive criticism (see Appendix F) that we re-

ceived from the students will be very helpful for further improvement of

the course. As has been discussed above, there are still some issues and

loopholes in the course that we need to address. Also, following student

feedback I am in the process of writing some of the course material by my-

self as the existing ones in the literature are indeed quite condensed. Fur-

thermore, there will be some restructuring of the exercises, lectures and my

teaching styles following students feedback. Finally, there is still the ques-

tion of finding a newer and better method of assessment. The course was
rated A by the Undervisningsudvalget (teaching committee) of Niels
Bohr Institute, an improvement over the last rating of B that it got in
2016.
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